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This month’s executive meeting will be held at the home of Louise and 
Roger Casson, 2345 Suffolk Crescent, Crown Isle Subdivision. Directions: 
Along Lerwick turn onto Idiens then turn right on Suffolk Crescent.  

 
 
 

Bill McMillan on “Basic Rhododendron culture” 
Bill is a geologist by training but became interested in rhododendrons when 
he worked with Stuart Holland, who had a wonderful collection in Oak Bay. 
After retirement in 1999, this interest flourished. He has been Curator 
Glendale Gardens (HCP) Rhododendron and Hosta Garden since 1999; has 
been propagating rhododendrons since then. He was President (now Past 
President) of the Victoria Rhododendron Society (VRS); chaired the Annual 
VRS Show and Sale for the last 5 years and was Registrar for the American 
Rhododendron Society Annual meeting held in Victoria in 2005. He also 
volunteers at Abkhazi Garden where he is attempting to identify 
rhododendrons in their collection. Trips to China in 2005 and 2006 
allowed him to study rhododendrons and companion plants in their native 
habitats. Bill regularly presents rhododendron workshops to Master 
Gardener and HCP College classes and was co-organizer of the 2008 
Vancouver Island Species Studies workshops. He received an ARS Bronze 
medal from the Victoria Rhododendron Society in 2008. This lecture on 
basic rhododendron culture has been presented to rhododendron and 
garden clubs in Victoria, Qualicum, Duncan, Saltspring Island, Maple Ridge 
and Whiterock. 
Bill is a member of the Professional Engineers and Geoscientists of BC, VRS, 
ARS, the Rhododendron Species Foundation and VIRAGs 
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As I make my way around the garden during the days when 
garden cleanup is possible, I am reminded that we can’t take 
our ‘coastal climate’ for granted. A number of my more 
tender perennials typically weather our winters with just a bit 
of pruning required, but this year my larger leafed hebes look 
quite ‘dead’, the rosemary plants look sad, most of my 
California lilacs are black, and the leaves have been frozen off 
my escallonias and daphnes. Some will be dug up, but I will 
wait for warmer weather to see if anything shows regrowth 
before taking too many drastic steps.  
I have a number of Rhodos that are showing extensive leaf 
browning. In the Victoria Rhododendron Society March 
2009 Newsletter, our upcoming April Speaker Bill McMillan 
writes: ‘Many of our rhododendrons are showing leaf 
browning from the ravages of our winter. At first I blamed 
the sudden onset of the cold weather after a prolonged, 
warm fall. But a second factor may be even more causative- 
the drying wind. The long cold dry spell led to frozen ground 
that combined with outflow winds from the interior to 
desiccate leaves. As Harold Fearing in the latest issue of "The 
Yak" said: "When the sun warms the leaves a bit they give off 
moisture. If the ground is frozen that moisture cannot be 
easily replaced through the roots. If the wind is blowing, the 
moisture is carried away more rapidly and the leaves are 
literally freeze-dried, which kills them." Wind chill added to 
the problem. Most of the dried leaves will fall off and the 
rhododendron may even be denuded but be patient, it may 
recover or regenerate from the roots.’ I will wait with hope 
and bated breath! 
I am confident that Spring will finally appear, and our many 
May events will take place under warm and sunny skies. As 
we plan for both our Rhodo Sale and Show and Mother’s Day 
Garden Tour, we will be looking for our usual contingent of 
volunteers. In addition to our regular members, this is a great 
opportunity for some of our newer members to get 
involved, and we encourage you all to step forward! 
We need many volunteers to help out at our Rhodo Sale and 
Show on Sunday, May 3rd which takes place from about 9am 
til 2:30 for our members. Most folks will have specific jobs 
such as helping to organize our NIRS table of member-
donated plants, working in the cashier area tagging plants and 
assisting the cashiers, greeting the buyers and facilitating the 
flow of traffic, participating in the Truss Show area organizing 
the trusses and sharing NIRS information, assisting patrons 
by wheeling plants out to buyers’ vehicles, and working in 

the kitchen making sure the volunteers have access to tea, 
coffee and goodies. Everyone helps out with setup and 
takedown, and with general ‘help’. At the end of the day 
we have been invited once again to put up our feet at the 
now annual ‘Morrison Bunwich’ celebration! 
The Annual NIRS Mother’s Day Garden Tour will take 
place on Sunday May 10th, taking ticket holders to the 
gardens of Harry and Gwen Wright, Gloria and Bernie 
Guyader, Gail and Wilf Abel, Naomi and Nico teWinkel, 
Charline and Terry Law, and Evelyn and Daryl Wright. As 
an added bonus ticket holders will be invited to tour the 
Filberg Rhododendron Garden in Comox and our Comox 
Valley Rhododendron Garden by the Air Park in 
Courtenay. 
As in the past, there will be two members required at each 
garden from 9:45 am to 1 pm, and from 1 pm to 4 pm to 
greet the visitors and check their tickets. We need 24 
people to attend to the gardens, so I encourage you to find 
a friend to join you and plan to spend half the day greeting 
visitors, and the other half touring the gardens with a 
complimentary ticket.  
For both these events there will be signup sheets at the 
April Meeting, however anyone able to help is asked to 
contact Diana Scott ASAP at 250-338-0208. These are the 
two major fund raisers of the year for our Chapter and the 
support of many members will be needed to once again 
make them a success!  
 
 
 

Just a reminder that our club now has a pHD soil tester available for members 
to use. The tester can be borrowed for a week for a nominal fee of $10 ($5 
refunded upon safe return) and can be picked up from Harry Wright. 

Why test our soil you might ask? Well pH is the measure of the degree of 
acidity or alkalinity (often called “sweetness”) of the soil. The lower numbers 
are acid and the higher numbers are alkaline, while a pH of 7.0 is called 
‘neutral’. The nutrients that support growth usually cannot dissolve in soil 
moisture that is very acid or very alkaline. If they can’t dissolve, they can’t help 
a plant grow. Also, normal beneficial soil bacteria, which promote soil 
enrichment, are unable to live in very acid or alkaline soil. 

Further, the whole process of pH is ever changing and almost always drifts to 
the acid sire, which is great from rhododendrons and azaleas but not for 
other plants. Therefore, it needs regular resting so maximum soil productivity 
can be attained, meaning fast growth and bigger healthier plants, flowers and 
vegetables, etc. 

Be sure to give Harry a call at 338-8345 to arrange to borrow the tester 
to ensure your garden is in good shape for the spring and summer growing 
periods.  

…by Diana Scott 
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On Tuesday, March 3rd, four members of our chapter (Diana, 
Harry, Noni and Dave) attended the District 1 meeting in 
Qualicum, along with representatives from the other 8 
chapters in the District. These semi-annual meetings give an 
opportunity to share ideas and concerns regarding a variety of 
issues facing the association. Our yearbook, including the 
roster, was presented as one of the new initiatives NIRS has 
developed to keep our members better informed. A common 
concern with most chapters was ways to keep members 
interested and actively involved. Some mainland chapters are 
small with only about 20 members, and were very interested 
in our ongoing Publicity to attract guests and new members to 
the monthly meetings. 
After the meeting, some of the lower mainland members had 
to leave early in order to catch a ferry home; while others 
stayed for a tour and small social gathering at Susan and Art 
Lightburn’s garden in Parksville. The Lightburns are active 
members of the MARS chapter.   …Photo by Susan Lightburn 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On Wednesday afternoon, March 4th, the executive met at the 
home of Evelyn Wright to discuss plans for the upcoming 
meetings and our fund raising events in early May. Time is 
moving by quickly and the Rhodo Sale & Show will be here 
before we know it. Those members who traditionally have 
brought trusses for the show are asked to provide a list of 
rhodo names to Bernie Guyader in order that new name cards 
can be produced for those rhododendrons which can be 
expected at this years event.  
All members are encouraged to split and pot up companion 
plants for our NIRS table at the May 3rd sale. In recent years, 
our table has provided almost 50% of the net income from the 
sale, so we need your continued support. For those who need 
them, we have acquired a large number of half-gallon black 
pots from the former Jensen’s Nursery. These smaller pots are 
ideal for potting up any plants from the seedling stage, or from 
splitting of larger plants. Please contact me to arrange for as 
many pots as you wish… for FREE! 

At the invitation of the Courtenay Postmaster, Harry and 
Dave G created a rhododendron display in the lobby of the 
main post office to help commemorate the release of two 
new rhododendron stamps on Friday, March 13th. The 
display features cards of Harry’s ‘Courtenay Five’ series, 
along with rhododendron stamps and postcards for sale. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A full house of 40 members and 18 guests attended the clubs 
regular meeting on March 10th to see a presentation of 
Harry and Gwen’s Haida Gold Garden entitled ‘A Year in 
the Garden.’ Harry’s presentation included not only the 
beauty of the many varied rhodos and companion plants, but 
also some of the problems encountered throughout the year. 
In addition to Harry’s presentation, Dick Bonney provided a 
short educational on pruning and moving rhododendrons. 
His sense of humour had many chuckling at his descriptions 
and antics. These presentations made for an entertaining 
and informative evening.  
During the meeting, Jake Ellis helped record names and 
write receipts for those members wishing to take the garden 
tour bus trip to Victoria on Wednesday, May 13th. The bus 
will be leaving from Haida Gold Gardens at 7:30 AM and 
retuning around 7 PM. The $35 cost per member does not 
include meals, but will include a tour of 5 beautiful gardens 
in the Victoria area.  Harry Wright is organizing the tour 
and taking names on a first come basis. There is maximum 
seating for 45, so be sure to call him soon if you are 
interested in joining the tour. 
The raffle winner for R. ‘Starbright Champaign’ was new 
member Cricket Price, and the winner of the Clivia Miniata, 
donated by Pauline Bonney, was Ann Chevrier. The door 
prize for the book ‘Beds I Have Known’ was won by Brian 
Staton. Congratulations to all. 
It was great to see Paul Wurz and Peter Guertler attend the 
meeting while recovering from their recent surgeries. Both 
report that they are well on the road to recovery and glad to 
be back at the meetings.  
As the evening was wrapping up we were surprised and 
pleased to welcome several new members - Cricket Price 
and Tim & Julie Engelhardt took out memberships. In 
addition, Myrna & Robert Trimmer, who have recently 
moved to the Comox Valley, toured Haida Gold Gardens on 
May 12th. They were so delighted with what they saw and 
learned they took out a membership, and Myrna 

…by Dave Godfrey 
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immediately signed up for the bus tour. Welcome all! 
Copies of the PowerPoint presentation of member’s gardens 
shown at our Christmas party were made available, and sold 
for $5 each to those who had ordered them. Any other 
members requesting a copy should notify W&M or any 
member of the executive. Also, boxes of aluminum plant tags 
have arrived. A box of 50 tags and ties cost $12 and are 
available to members through the Ways and Means table at 
the meetings. 
Remember ‘May is Rhododendron Month’ and it’s only a 
month away. Plans are set for our annual ‘Mother’s Day 
Garden Tour’ on May 10th. We will be seeking volunteers as 
gate sitters for the six gardens (4 per garden). Volunteers for 
the many positions at the Show and Sale can also sign up at 
our next meeting. See you there! 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

NIRS member, Nancy Munro has recently returned from a 
visit to Victoria. While in Victoria she took the opportunity 
to tour the ever popular “Finnerty Gardens”. She was 
pleasantly surprised to see a new addition, developed with 
very mature rhododendrons, to the garden. Upon further 
enquiry learned that all the Rhododendrons, around 150 to 
200, were donated by the family of the late Dora Kreiss. 
Dora was a founding member of the Victoria Rhododendron 
Society and passed away at the age of 95 in November 2008. 
The American Rhododendron Society’s Winter 2009 
Journal has an excellent In Memoriam article on Dora Kreiss. 
The article, written by Norm Todd, Kay Kreiss and Robert 
Kreiss gives an excellent overview of her illustrious life. 
 
 
 
 

Just a reminder that NIRS membership brings discounts at 
many garden retailers. Those businesses now providing 
discounts for 2009 include: 

Arrowsmith Greenhouses – Alberni Hwy in Qualicum 
Art Knapp’s Plantland, Courtenay  
Bees and Blooms Nursery in Courtenay 
Black Creek Farm & Feed Supply 
Campbell River Garden Center (not seeds or bulbs) 
CV Ornamental Concrete on Knight Rd. in Comox 
Growing Concern in Black Creek (seasonal opening) 
Just ‘n Tyme Greenhouse Supplies, Courtenay 
Paradise Plants, Courtenay (both locations) 
River Meadows Farms, Courtenay 
Serendipity, Campbell River (garden ornaments only) 
Shar-Kare - both Courtenay and Campbell River  
The Plant Collector Nursery and Gardens 

Be sure to show your membership card before paying for 
your purchases. 
Now is the time to prepare for busy times ahead in the 
garden. Think about recycling used plastic pots this year. 
Remember to wash seed trays and pots thoroughly before 
reuse. Add a dash of a sterilizing solution to your bucket 
of water (I use common bleach), and invest in a brush to 
help remove all traces of old roots and compost. 
Seedlings are starting to shoot up everywhere in the garden 
as spring arrives, but not all of them are weeds. Some are 
plants developing from seeds that have fallen from good 
healthy perennials. Try to identify weeds that can be 
removed while leaving some seedlings to grow on. 
Regularly lifting and dividing clumps of perennials keeps 
them flowering well year after year. Spring is an ideal time 
to divide and conquer most perennials as soon as the first 
new shoots begin to appear. Replant the younger outer 
portions into prepared soil and discard the old centers of 
most will keep displays vibrant and full. 
 
 
 

Dates of coming events 

April 29th  - ARS Western Region Conference  
- May 3rd  in Everett, WA 

May 3rd  - NIRS Rhodo Sale and Show 

May 10th  - NIRS Mother's Day Garden Tour 

May 13th  - NIRS members bus tour to Victoria 

May 23rd  - George Fraser Day & Heritage Fair in 
Ucluelet 

June 13th  - NIRS 25th Anniversary Celebration Picnic 

 
Finnerty Gardens Photo by Nancy Munro 
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Newspaper article on the NIRS first Annual Garden Tour in May 1996 

An estimated 300 garden 
enthusiasts toured six private 
properties in support of the Comox 
Valley Rhododendron Garden. 

The North Island Rhododendron 
Society hosted the tour, which raised 
about $1,800 over the weekend. 

Located near the Tourist Bureau 
on Cliffe Avenue, the 
Rhododendron Garden is being 
developed by the society and the 
City of Courtenay. 

The city approved using the land 
for the project The NIRS will 
collect, donate. purchase, plant and 
maintain 
the rhododendrons.  

"This is a low-cost, hands-on 
project to provide a beautiful 
setting for the enjoyment of 
residents and visitors alike," says 
society member 10hn Challender. 

"The funds raised will go a long 
way to establishing the garden." 

Special thanks are due the hosts, 
who opened their private sanctums 
and shared their love of gardens 
and their knowledge, says Chal-
lender. 

The tour included the properties 
of Gloria and Bernie Guyader, 
Gwen and Harry Wright, Madeline 
and Len Simmons, Marion and 
Bob Lofthouse, Ann and Paul 
Chevrier and Pauline and Dick 
Bonney. 

"Thanks are also due to the 
visitors, who were careful to 
respect the private properties and 
gardens," 

Challender adds. 
"The enthusiasm of the 

many visitors and the posi-
tive reaction of the hosts 
could mean the tour may 

become an annual event" 
For further information on 

the Comox Valley Rhodo-
dendron Garden, call Chal-
lender at 339-4068. 

Alpine Meadows was a restful stop 

Rhodo tour a hit 
$1,800 raised 
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Many of the Rhodes hybrids interest me, but I think that I 
would have to pick ‘Lillian Hodgson’ (‘Solent Queen’ x ‘Old 
Copper’) (Reg. 1979) as my favourite. This is a large-growing 
plant with good-sized leaves of a rather lighter green and a 
large truss with flowers having a shell-pink edge colouring to 
a blending of light orange and yellow centre. The plant was 
named after an original member of the Vancouver Chapter 
who became “ecstatic upon seeing the plant’s truss for the first 
time.”  
Another hybrid that intrigues me is the one called ‘Captain 
Bob’ (‘Red Cloud’ x ‘Gypsy King’) (not registered). There is a 
No. 1 and No. 2 of this cross. I grow ‘Captain Bob’ No. 2. Both 
Captains have a dark red flower with black spotting, but it is 
the better leaf of No. 2 that catches my eye with its dark green 
colouring and the slight twist down its length. Bob obtained 
the seed of this cross from Merl Cisney and selected the 
resulting seedlings. The next hybrid is ‘Norma Hodge’ 
(unknown x ‘Fabia’) (Reg. 1979), named for Bob’s first wife. 
The seed for this hybrid was given to Bob by Eric Langton—
the man who led Bob into hybridizing—and who had crossed 
‘Fabia’ with an unknown species growing in the garden of Dr. 
McKee of Langley. The Homer Salley and Harold Greer book 
on hybrids, Rhododendron Hybrids: A Guide to Their Origins, 
describes the flower as varying shades of red and rose. I’m 
eagerly awaiting next year’s bloom time as my copy of ‘Norma 
Hodge’ has set buds!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Sometime in the mid- to late 1960s, the aforementioned Lillian 
Hodgson received a seedling of a new cross done by Bob 
Rhodes, raised the plant to maturity, and registered it with the 
name ‘Jean Rhodes’ (‘Naomi’ x ‘Mrs. Horace Fogg’) (Reg. 
1979). This pre-emptive move, without Bob’s knowledge, 
somewhat irked the Rhodes as Bob had chosen a different 
seedling of the same seed lot, which he considered superior. 
The seedling of Bob’s choice had a nicer flower, but apparently 
was not as hardy—it died off during a colder than normal 
winter. Perhaps Lillian Hodgson’s precipitous move held some 
gnostic insight. A third seedling from this cross was grown on 

by Ken and Dot Gibson in their Tofino garden, and they 
have named the plant ‘Brianna’ for their granddaughter.  
‘Gabriola Glory’ (R. yakushimanum ‘Exbury’ x R. kingianum) 
is one Rhodes hybrid that I have yet to root from a cutting, 
not that it is difficult to root, rather that each year this plant 
sets flower buds so profusely that there is no cutting 
material to take. One hybrid with which I have had difficulty 
(actually absolute failure) rooting is a yet unnamed crossing 
of ‘Haida Gold’ with ‘Joanita’. Another unnamed plant is a 
crossing of ‘Elsie Frye’ with R. bullatum. Just to bring things 
up to date here, R. bullatum is an obsolete name: the new 
name is R. edgeworthii. This hybrid is rather easy to root as 
are most of those of the R. maddenii group. Bob and Jean 
grow many tender rhodos on their ocean-side property, but 
there is a cool greenhouse to shelter them should a winter 
turn nasty.  
Here on the Island, we don’t see the hybrid ‘Camflo’ very 
often, but it is much sought after in the Fraser Valley. Its 
scarcity can be attributed to difficulty in rooting. The copy I 
have is a graft on ‘County of York’. When touring gardens, I 
have eavesdropped on many conversations in which people 
speculate that the name ‘Camflo’ is derived from species: “. . . 
it has to be campanulatum crossed with floccigerum . . .”, or “. . 
. no, I think it is campylocarpum crossed with floribundum,” or 
a number of combinations. Sorry, it’s none of these. Bob let 
me in on his secret: the name ‘Camflo’ is derived from the 
names of two of the favourite stocks in his investment 
portfolio.  (Unfortunately he did not divulge what stocks 
those were.) Here again Bob received seed from a crossing 
done by another hybridizer and eventually chose the best 
seedling from the lot. ‘Camflo’ is a sister seedling to ‘1000 
Butterflies’, the cross of ‘Lem’s Cameo’ x’Pink Petticoats’ 
hybridized by Jack Lofthouse in 1975.  
Lastly, I would like to mention ‘Dinty Moores’, not the 
canned stew produced in the United States, but the hybrid 
from R. yakushimanum crossed with ‘Purple Splendour’. I 
came across the listing in the Salley and Greer book on 
hybrids showing “Dr. R. Rhodes” as the hybridizer, 
“Wildfong” as raiser, and “R. Behring” as register (1980). I 
called Bob up on this one, and he had to say that he didn’t 
recognize the name, but did recall doing the cross and 
giving seed to Milton Wildfong. This is a good illustration 
why hybridizers need other growers. It is virtually 
impossible for a hybridizer to germinate all the seeds 
produced in a cross and grow them all on to maturity. Other 
willing growers are needed to help find the best plants in 
any given seed lot. I have not been able to find a plant of this 
name growing anywhere in District 1. Should any reader 
know of one, please let me or Bob Rhodes know—we would 
both like a copy.  
Both Bob and Jean have garnered a vast amount of 
knowledge on rhododendrons and are very willing to share 
their experience as well as their garden, Steepsides. The 
ARS has recognized their dedication and accomplishments 
with the awarding of Bronze and Silver Medals. Should you 
get a chance, visit this Gabriola treasure and experience 
walking down a lane bordered with fragrant maddenii 
rhododendrons. 

Bob’s Blue’ – one of the most 
familiar of Bob Rhodes’ hybrids 
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As Easter approaches we begin our plans for past traditions, 
whether it be religious services, parades, Easter eggs hunts, 
chocolate bunnies, Easter bonnets and of course, Easter Lilies. 
The Easter lily - Lilium longiflorum has been a symbol of 
purity, virtue, innocence, hope and life dating back to Roman 
mythology. One story is that while Juno the queen of the gods 
was nursing her son Hercules, excess milk fell from the sky. 
While some of the milk remained above the earth creating the 
Milky Way, the milk that fell to the earth created lilies. 
Biblical lore mentions the lily numerous times; it is said that 
beautiful white lilies sprung up where drops of Christ’s sweat 
fell to the ground in his final hours of sorrow and distress. 
Churches fill the alters, as well as surrounding their crosses 
with lilies to commemorate the resurrection of Jesus Christ 
and hope of life everlasting. 
The lily is definitely a suitable symbol of such importance. The 
stems are erect reaching up to 3 feet tall, producing many 
narrow dark green, pointed leaves along its length. The 
flowers are elongated trumpet shaped with orange stamens. 
The colours of the flowers are greenish white turning to pure 
white. Flower size is about 4 inches but can reach 6 inches 
across, and depending on the cultivar can produce up to 10 
flowers during its flowering period. 
What I love most with the Easter lily is their sweet fragrance, 
though I have known people who do not enjoy the scent and 
even say they smell! (Yes Harry, we were listening during 
your talk!) 
Lilium longiflorum is native to the Ryukyu Islands of southern 
Japan. The Japanese were the main producers of the lilies until 
World War II. U.S. production began in 1919, when Louis 
Houghton, a World War I soldier from Oregon brought a 
suitcase full of Lily bulbs home with him. Louis shared his 
bulbs with neighbors and horticultural friends. When the 
Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor in 1941, the supply of Lilies 
was cut off. The value of lilies soared; many hobbyists along 
the West Coast decided to go into business in an attempt to 
cash in on the ‘White Gold’. 
Over the years producers have dwindled due to the complexity 
of growing, climate, quality and consistency. There are now 
just 10 farms in California/Oregon border. This area produces 
over 95 % of all bulbs for the potted Easter lily market. Bulbs 
require 3 to 4 years of cultivation in these fields, from a tiny 
bulblet to mature bulb, before they are ready to be shipped to 
commercial greenhouses. Bulb harvesting occurs in the fall, 
between late September and early October. The commercial 
greenhouse growers throughout Canada and the US then have 
the tricky process of forcing the bulbs to be grown and ready 
to bloom for Easter. And since Easter can be any day between 
March 22 and April 25, crop scheduling is crucial.  
When selecting a lily plant for Easter look for a well 
proportioned plant with dark green leaves all the way down 
the stem, with lots of flowers in various stages, some just 

opening, puffy unopened buds, and some tighter buds. It’s a 
good idea to remove the stamens before they shed pollen; 
this not only lengthens bloom life, but also keeps the pollen 
from staining the white flowers and your tablecloth. Keep 
your Easter lily away from drafts and in bright indirect 
sunlight. They will last longer if kept on the cool side, 60 – 
65 degrees F. Water plants when soil surface is dry to touch. 
Do not let them sit in water; if you have a foil cover, remove 
cover when you water, let plant drain, then return plant to 
pot cover. 
When plants have finished blooming, you can plant them 
outside in your garden. Plant in a sunny spot amended with 
organic matter. Lilies need good drainage, a raised bed is 
ideal, and planted about 4 inches deep. The plants won’t 
flower at Easter as they were forced by the greenhouses, but 
will flower naturally in mid-summer. I have had great 
success with planting my Easter lilies outdoors. I hope you 
will too! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On Saturday morning, with the weather feeling colder than 
it should for the middle of March, several rhodophiles 
gathered at Harry Wright’s garden shed with an assortment 
of potted ‘sacrificial rhodos’ in hand. The wood stove was 
already warmed up and the table was covered with pieces of 
dowel, knives and special grafting rubber bands.  

Before Harry would let us touch the real thing, we had to 
practice grafting the bits of dowel. We matched up the 
angled edges, and then attempted to wrap the strip of 
rubber band around the join without getting our fingers and 
thumbs secured to the graft. We finally managed to 
demonstrate that we could perform this simple task and 
moved on to bits of branches trimmed off rhodos. Could we 
cut and match up the cambium layers of the same size stem 
and successful bind them together? This was definitely 
trickier. The banter turned to the invention of elaborate 
grafting tools and aids; grippers to hold the bits together; 
use of super glue and duct tape; dental probes to poke in 
the ends of the rubber bands. As we each held up our 
battered little practice grafts, Harry reminded us that the 
scion and the branch might get a little dried out and that we 
should keep water handy to keep the joint moist. 

Finally, we turned out attention to the ‘sacrificial rhodos’ 
that were to become the hosts to our new grafts. I rejected 

…by Nadine Boudreau 

…by Pauline Thompson 
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my spindly home-layered Unique after I ran into Bob Smith at 
the garden centre purchasing a small Cunningham White. 
“Makes a good rootstock,” he declared confidently. The one I 
brought was covered in flower buds, very dense and nearly 
impossible to get my hands into even after I picked off most of 
the buds and leaves. Noni Godfrey arrived with the saddest 
Nancy Evans imaginable – nearly dead with one thin 8” branch 
coming up from the clipped-back base. Bob Eberle had a small 
compact glossy Minnetonka which would turn out to be a 
ridiculous match for the tall Haida Gold graft.  

Lesson: Do you want a plant that retains flowers from the 
rootstock and the new graft? If so, then you might want to 
think about complementary colours, timing of the blooms and 
multiple grafts. If the rootstock will not be encouraged to 
grow, then a plant with a single branch and new graft may be 
the answer. Find a rootstock that is similar to the plant you are 
grafting onto it in terms of characteristics such as sensitivity to 
sunlight and cold.  

We went out into Harry and Gwen’s garden and three of us 
selected scions from Harry’s beautiful Haida Gold. Make sure 
that you have evidence of small buds on the sides of the scion 
and pinch off the top bud so that the energy does not go into it 
before the graft is established. Harry, Bob and Minnetonka 
went off to find a more appropriate scion to graft onto this 
plant. 

Grafting terms 

• Scion - the portion of the cultivar that is to be 
propagated. It consists of a piece of shoot with 
dormant buds that will produce the stem and 
branches.  

• Rootstock, or stock - provides the new plant’s root 
system and sometimes the lower part of the stem.  

• Cambium - a layer of cells located just under the bark 
of a stem from which new bark and wood cells 
originate. These cells are called meristematic tissue 
and are capable of dividing and producing new tissue. 

Grafting supplies 

• Grafting tape – Used to secure the two pieces 
together. Harry had strips of a rubber band material 
that will hold the graft for up to a year before it 
disintegrates. A sticky ‘grafting tape’ is available 
through garden centres but duct tape or electrical 
tape is often substituted. 

• Sharp knife – Used to make the cuts. Make sure it is 
very sharp and sterilize the blade with alcohol. 

• Labels, notebook, pens – Make a note of the name of 
the rootstock, the name of the scion and the date 
that the graft was made. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Procedure 

• Select a scion about 3 to 5” in length that has the 
same diameter as the branch onto which it will be 
grafted. 

• Identify and label the rootstock and the plant that 
you will use for the graft. Choose a scion from a 
plant that will match the rootstock in size at 
maturity and other characteristics. 

• Cut the scion and rootstock so that the angles are 
the same and place them together so that the 
cambium layers are moist and in contact. 

• Bind the two pieces together with a special grafting 
rubber banding, grafting tape or duct tape if you 
prefer. 

• Keep a plastic bag over the plant and keep it out of 
the sun to keep the graft from drying out. If you are 
grafting to a plant in the garden, protect the graft 
from the sun and secure a plastic bag over the joint. 

• Four conditions must be met for grafting to be 
successful: the scion and rootstock must be 
compatible; each must be at the proper 
physiological stage; the cambial layers of the scion 
and stock must meet; and the graft union must be 
kept moist until the wound has healed. 

What can go wrong? 

• Graft doesn’t take. – Either the rootstock or the 
scion dried out. The union may not have been 
securely wrapped. The two pieces may not have 
been the same size and the cambium layers may 
not have intersected. 

• Fingers are grafted to the rootstock. – You need 
more practice and may have to forfeit your NIRS 
membership card. 

• Minnetonka was mated up with R bureavii (wwc 
form) – while they are similar in size we will have to 
see what this odd couple will turn out like. Thanks 
once again to Harry and Gwen for their hospitality 
and patience.

Scion – new plant – cut the 
bottom off with buds above 

Rootstock – cut the branch 
top off at the same angle 
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SUNDAY – 3rd May 2009 

10 a.m. until 2 p.m. 

Komox Band Hall 
3320 Comox Road (Dyke Road) 

 
Great selection of Rhododendrons 

direct from our growers 

Other companion plants also for sale! 

View our rhodo Truss Show 
 

Free Admission – Free Raffle Draw – Free Parking 


